
Why Some People Get Irked By Unread Email Notifications And Others Don’t
Some of the same factors — such as anxiety — might be to blame either way.

It’s like a new personality test or “tag yourself” game: Do you 
have 0 unread emails or 23,764? There are two types of people 
in this world, and they can be categorized by that question.

But when you really dig into the psychology behind these behav-
iors, what does it say about each type of person? And what if 
your go-to method is causing you problems, like friends feeling 
hurt you aren’t responding quicker or, on the other hand, being 
annoyed you’re glued to your screen? Keep reading for what 
therapists think.

Why You Can’t Stand Unread Notifications
Put a finger down if you’d rather jump into a volcano than see a number bubble on your email app or veer 
too far from “inbox zero.” Currently holding up four fingers? Here are potential reasons:

You have social anxiety or are an introvert.

You may experience anxiety when dealing with people — even over the phone — or be introverted. (For the 
record, both are OK!) “For many, notifications may trigger pressure to respond, overthinking about what 
was said [or] what they should say in response, feeling their ‘social battery’ running low, and many other 
reasons,” explained Jami Dumler, a licensed clinical social worker with Thriveworks in Bethlehem, Pennsylva-
nia, who specializes in depression, OCD, anxiety, stress and relationships.

You’re a perfectionist.

Shame can come into play, too, if you have high expectations of yourself. You may think you’re a “bad 
friend” or “bad employee” if you don’t respond ASAP. “Anxious people who are self-critical tend to blame 
themselves or see things from the lens that they are a failure if they aren’t measuring up to the unrealistic 
standards they set for themselves,” said Lena Derhally, a licensed psychotherapist who specializes in social 
media and anxiety and is the author of “The Facebook Narcissist: How to Identify and Protect Yourself and 
Your Loved Ones From Social Media Narcissism.” She added that the perfectionist side of anxiety can moti-
vate people to get things done (though maybe not in the healthiest or most helpful way).
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You have an overwhelming urge to get things done.

On a similar note, if you get a thrill from marking something off your to-do list, checking notifications 
might give you that same comfort. “It could be tied to feeling overwhelmed to the point that each unread 
notification is yet another piled task piled on top of a thousand others,” said Jenn Hardy, a licensed psy-
chologist in Maryville, Tennessee. You may feel crushed under the weight of unfinished work (or notifica-
tions), she added.

You’re addicted to your phone.

If you’ve heard someone say “If you’d just get off that phone...,” you may know what we’re talking about 
here. Research has found that smartphone addiction can lead to an imbalance in brain chemistry, in which 
people become increasingly dependent on their phones. Unfortunately, the negative effects are far-reach-
ing, so it helps to be aware if this is an issue for you. Dumler said this can lead to getting distracted from 
important tasks, frustration, wasted time and more.

You have obsessive-compulsive disorder.

Another potential cause is having OCD (or OCD tendencies), which involves patterns of unwanted thoughts 
or fears that drive repetitive behaviors — and more specifically, having the order and symmetry subtype of 
OCD. Unlike the contamination subtype, which involves anxiety around infection and germs, the order and 
symmetry subtype “is when there is a compulsion and obsession with items being ‘just so,’” Dumler 
explained. “Unread notifications and unorganized phone screens often challenge an OCD-like brain.”

If you think you may have a mental illness such as this, or are experiencing symptoms that impede your 
daily life, consider reaching out to a therapist for support.

“Regardless of the reason, please be gentle with yourself,” Hardy emphasized. “Rather than problem-solv-
ing notification by notification, consider pulling back to the big picture to figure out if there are patterns at 
play.”

Why 23,764 Unopened Emails Don’t Bother You
Alternatively, maybe those number bubbles on your email app don’t upset you. You may jokingly brag 
about how many unopened emails you have, or how you’re lovingly known in your friend group as “the 
one who never responds.” Here’s what that might say about you:

Your brain functions best this way.

The way you stay organized and on task may just look different. “Some people organize best mentally and 
therefore don’t thrive off of notes, agendas and notifications systems,” Dumler said. “They may find this 
works better for them, leaves them less stressed and helps them focus their time and energy on other 
matters.”

This may entail focusing on the important notifications. “They’ve flagged the important ones and plan to 
ignore the rest,” Hardy said.
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   You don’t feel the same urgency.

Or, maybe you don’t feel rushed to open notifications. You understand it’s fair to need (or want) a few 
days to respond.

“They may be less of a perfectionist type and go more with the flow,” Derhally said. “They may not see 
having unread notifications or clear inboxes as a priority, and they may not feel bad/guilty/shameful 
about being unresponsive.”

Addressing those notifications actually stresses you out.

On the other hand, you may avoid responding 
because it induces anxiety. “Don’t assume lots of 
unread notifications implies the person is 
easy-breezy about them,” Hardy said. “[They 
may be] too stressed to read even one of them.” 
The piling up of these notifications can exacer-
bate the discomfort, unfortunately.

If you’re struggling with this, it may help to 
identify what outcome you’re anxious about and 
how to handle it, Dumler added. Pushing past 
the fear? Talking out your response with a co-worker? Planning to breathe deeply if you get a rude 
response?

Find Yourself in Between the Two?
While some people go hard one way or the other, you might go either way (I do, too). For example, I 
hate not reading my Facebook notifications, but I currently have over 20,000 unread emails (hey, a lot 
are ads!). What does this say about us?

According to Derhally, it boils down to what makes you anxious and your preferences. Some notifica-
tions are also more in your face, like ones that pop up right when you unlock your phone.

Dumler pointed to social anxiety. “It likely relates to the level of mental energy, time, attention and stress 
that comes from addressing those specific notifications,” she explained. This makes sense to me, too: If 
my response is going to take time and emotional energy, I’m more likely to wait to respond, whereas I 
can send a quick “Sounds great!” text immediately.

Sometimes, you can just utilize an easier option. For Dumler, this looks like expressing her thoughts live 
in a voice message while doing other tasks.

But generally, get curious. “If it’s the ding of a work email irritating you after hours, then I don’t know 
that the solution is to get better at tolerating it,” Hardy said. “Instead, the solution may be figuring out 
ways to advocate for better boundaries between work and the rest of your life.”
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INGREDIENTS
4 (6) ounce skinless salmon filets, diced in 1 

inch chunks

olive oil spray

1 tablespoon sweet paprika

1/2 teaspoon dried cayenne pepper

1 teaspoon garlic powder

1 teaspoon dried thyme

1 teaspoon dried oregano

1 teaspoon Kosher salt

1/8 teaspoon black pepper

lemon wedges, for serving

chopped parsley, for garnish

brown rice, optional for serving

251 Calories |  PREP TIME: 3  mins  |  TOTAL TIME: 10 mins
YIELD: 4 | COURSE: Dinner, Lunch| CUISINE: American

BLACKENED AIR FRYER 
SALMON BITES
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These 10-minute Blackened Air Fryer 
Salmon Bites are great on top of a 
salad, served with rice or your favorite 
grain, or in a bowl with veggies and 
sauce.

To air fry salmon for quick and simple 
meals and bowls, I cut them into 
smaller bites and season them with 
blackening spices or even cajun 
seasoning, the seasoning choice can be 
versatile to match how you are serving 
the bites.

Nutrition Information 
Serving: 1 cup, Calories: 251k cal, Carbohydrates: 2 g, 
Protein: 34 g, Fat: 11 g, Saturated Fat: 1.5 g, 
Cholesterol: 93.5 mg, Sodium: 356.5 mg, Fiber: 1 g, 
Sugar: 0.5 g
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INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Place salmon in a large bowl and spritz the salmon with oil.
2. Combine all the spices, from paprika to black pepper in a small bowl and mix. 

Rub all over the salmon.
3. Spray the basket with oil.
4. Place salmon in the air fryer basket and air fry 400F about 5 to 7 minutes,  

shaking halfway until the salmon is cooked through in the center and 
browned all over.

5. Serve with lemon wedges and fresh parsley. 

 WHAT TO EAT WITH SALMON BITES

As a Main: I serve these blackened salmon bites with lemon wedges and parsley 
over brown rice. Make a quick side salad or roasted veggies if you want something 
green.
Salmon Bites Bowl: Add more veggies, like cucumber, avocado, and tomatoes to 
the rice and top it with a sauce like key lime tartar or horseradish sauce.
Salad: Top any salad with these crispy salmon bites and drizzle with your favorite 
dressing.
Tacos: Wrap the fish in corn tortillas and top with cabbage slaw and a creamy 
yogurt sauce.
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» Do it:

The farmer’s walk is a great way to develop full body strength while also strengthening your 
core. Hold heavy kettlebells, dumbbells, barbells, sandbags in each hand. Do not let them rest 
on your legs. Hold them just off your thighs. Keep your chest pressed out and your shoulders 
down and back. Do not let your back round and keep your shoulders wide. Walk around for 
the allotted amount of time or distance, maintaining perfect posture. You want to use weights 
that challenge you and make you want to drop them just before the time is out. Do not let 
your head jut forward or your shoulders round. Do not let the weights rest on your legs. Keep 
your core tight and glutes engaged as you walk with your shoulders down and back and your 
head up. The farmer’s walk can be done bilaterally (described above), unilaterally or with an 
asymmetrical weight. See those carries below for details.
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